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In The Voice of Understanding, Miguel Ruiz reminds us of a profound and simple truth: The only
method to end our emotional struggling and restore our joy in living is to stop believing in lies —
generally about ourselves. . Then he opens the entranceway to a fact that we once perceived
whenever we were one and 2 yrs old — Ruiz adjustments just how we perceive ourselves, and just
how we perceive other folks."We have been born in truth, but we grow up believing in lies.
possible of truth, love, and joy. Based on ancient Toltec wisdom, this breakthrough book shows
us how exactly to recover our faith in the truth and return to our very own common sense. . . One
of the biggest lies in the tale of humanity is the lie of our imperfection." — don Miguel Ruiz
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. Good insight. Interesting book. Offers you a great deal to consider. After reading this, it’s like
Don Miguel Ruiz himself lifted the blurry filtration system that had covered my eyes and he
allowed me to SEE SO CLEARLY. I've read several books of Don Miguel Ruiz, and love "the voice
of knowledge" and "mastery of like". I still refer to it from time to time. Incredible). a must read,
life changing for me This book really helped me change my thoughts and perspective on life, and
It requires too much to impress me. It is really so simple, but humans really do get therefore
programmed by their surroundings, and ignore who they really are and why we have been here
This is some best the very best info that I have heard That is some best the very best info that
I've heard. It's like, wow! You will be saying that through your hearing. The lies we have been
learning, live by and we question why? Then READ! Will change the way you view your life, the
way you think, feel about yourself and others. Do you wish to time travel? My children, friends
and associates all say thanks. Don't forget to get "The 5th Agreement". great read very good book
Great book This is essential read. Great book! I love to examine don Miguel Ruiz, or his sons'
books. They kick began my spiritual journey back in August 2016.) Probably it’ll switch your life
as well and you’ll commence to understand your existence and people in general in a complete
new light. Don, will help you out. Obtain it and observe for yourself.!.Helpful book.! EVERYONE
NEEDS TO READ THIS BOOK. Found the publication to be very useful and to help me look at stuff
from a different perspective. His words are simple but effective, and I've turned out to be a better
person due to his books. I hardly ever wrote an assessment before, but Personally i think like, this
time I have the responsibility to share his wisdom to my friend like you. I assure you will love this
book and discover the authentic self while reading it. Good luck, my friend! DON MIGUEL RUIZ IS
MY HERO After all, where do I begin. I’ll just focus on this book changed my entire life. Literally. I
was given this book about 5 years ago at the same time where I was looking for certain answers
therefore i could start to seem sensible of my life. THEREFORE I was available to receive this
publication and everything it experienced to say (very important btw). I also browse the 4
agreements by this author when I was going right through a particularly difficult time in my life.
both books go hand in hand. I don’t understand if it’ll perform the same for you personally but I
foundation my very existence now from the lessons in this publication. (Then I begun to read his
various other books, The Four Agreements and The Mastery of Like. I'm sure The Tone of voice of
Knowledge will also be referred to often after I've completed reading it. ABSOLUTELY A Reserve
FOR EVERYONE. A book about TRUTH and LIE, a MUST examine for a wisdom person as if you!
Maybe we’ll all understand one another a great deal better and begin to take control of our own
lives. I recommend scanning this book FIRST, then browse the Four Agreements; Literally
probably the most life-changing publication I’ve ever browse. I recommend these books for your
collection so you can examine, and re-read as required. It really puts everything into perspective.
Enlightening I loved how this publication is easy to understand due to how the writer relates his
tales to everyday life. The factors to ponder at the end of the chapters help enforce the ideas
which were focused on. A must read meditation book. I'll apply many lessons which were written
about. Love this book Quick and easy read exactly like his additional books.! profoundly life
changing and attention opening! DEFINITELY well worth the purchase! We have been like
minded. But the book is an excellent read. I've read The Four Agreements, the Mastery of Like,
and The Voice of Knowledge, and they've ALL led me on a spiritual path to ask myself profound
queries and issue everything.!!!! He encourages you to see beauty in the view of your own truth.
Get dropped in the Today.! Priceless!!!!or should I say found. Helps change focus Great
perspective Another great read Don Miguel Ruiz delivers yet another read to expand your brain,
accept yourself when you are, and promote growth in the main way - from the inside out. This



one is certainly worth reading. It all serves its purpose to not just your own sliver of actuality, but
everyone else you fulfill. Will become buying all his books! We are one.! We have been like
spirited. Occasionally it can be so easy to ignore that. This is a great reminder. Love this book!
He plant life the seed of like and appreciation for the world at large - no matter how gloom or dark
it may look at times. Insightful read This work was spectacular. The only caveat that helps
prevent me from offering this a full 5 stars is I'd have liked to find more information on the Toltec
traditions particularly as opposed to the comparisons of various other belief systems. I
understand the usage to create a mutual surface for understanding, but since the Toltec is
certainly in the minority of beliefs, I would have liked more info on the lore, at least. Do you wish
to time travel? Truly life changing. Great book! Many thanks for writing this. I wish more people
would live with the message of spreading love, truth and forgiveness. a must have love this book.
Filled with love and truth. The webpages did arrive undone from the ... Reading spiritual
enlightenment books frees my soul. The web pages did come undone from the binding following
the first day of reading it, so it is weird to hold. Life changing book!
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